EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME CONTENT FOR INCLUSION AND ECONOMIC ENGAGEMENT

FIVE LIFE-SKILLS TRAINING AREAS

1. Sustainable livelihood
   The art of covering fundamental human needs and rights.

2. Affection and belonging
   The art of caring and accepting to be cared for.
   Intergenerational; emotional and social intelligence; resilience towards extremism; psychosocial and labour well-being

3. Prevention and protection
   The art of promoting human security.
   Personal and community dignity; peace and social cohesion; legal and ethical eco-governance

4. Understanding & engagement
   The art of developing critical and constructive thinking and engagement.
   Anti-discrimination, dialogue facilitation skills; political, intercultural; religious and gender identity

5. Participation & social entrepreneurship
   The art of enhancing socio-economic value for communities.
   Community enterprise initiatives; numeracy and financial literacy; ethical and team leadership

6. Capabilities and needs assessment
   The art of valuing other people’s experience and knowledge.
   Pre- and post-training

MIGRANTS & REFUGEES AS RE-BUILDERS

Co-funded by the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union

Erasmus+ Cross-borders intercultural and societal entrepreneurs project
https://uk.iofc.org/M-R-Rebuilders